We all need to be concerned about a society in which the public's concerns, fears and anger are not adequately addressed. When corporate and government agencies must spend crucial time and resources on rehashing and defending each decision they make, a frustrated and angry public contributes to the erosion of confidence in our basic institutions and undermines our competitiveness in the international marketplace. 9 This paper proposes educating law students in the processes of therapeutic justice through service as a neutral in land use controversies, in the process improving law student dispute resolution skills and enabling them to increase therapeutic outcomes.
I. ZONING PROCESSES' THERAPEUTIC SUCCESSES AND FAILINGS
The legislative act of zoning is subject to judicial review, but the standard of review seldom results in the reversal of legislative conduct. Courts examine due process claims against zoning ordinances, like other legislation affecting property rights, under a loose "reasonableness" standard, in which the purpose of challenged legislation is presumed valid, and a reviewing court evaluates if the means employed are reasonably calculated to achieve the stated purpose. 10 In practice, this test accords great deference to legislative judgments, because the link between the means and the purpose of the legislation is satisfied by most any conceivable rational basis, disregarding whether the "explanation" offered was the actual basis of legislative action. 11 The court asks only whether a rational relationship exists between the ordinances passed and a conceivable legitimate governmental purpose or objective. 12 Moreover, zoning codes are sufficiently ambiguous that a legislative body can either approve or reject a vast majority of entitlement applications with impunity, in either direction on seemingly reasoned grounds, without violating a plausible interpretation of the existing town's ordinance's text. 13 Judicial deference renders it difficult to reverse abuses of the town's zoning power, so communities at times become substantially divided over that power's exercise. Since (a) 9 SUSSKIND & FIELD, supra note 7, at 2. 10 See STEVEN LEBEN, SOME THOUGHTS ON modifying a zoning map to introduce new types of uses benefits only non-residents (i.e., potential future occupants), and (b) adhering to "locals-only democracy" norms, non-residents lack voice in the discussion, a proposed entitlement engages few if any genuinely local supporters. 14 Meanwhile, when local (incumbent) residents seemingly will not benefit directly from the entitlement proposal, these residents form either (i) an opponent's group (among those to whom the proposed zoning change seems disadvantageous) or (ii) a disinterested group (whose members do not share the opponents' views or are simply apathetic).
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The opponents' group often becomes strident, or even irrational, about the proposed modification, 16 unless they become better informed, fearing change in the familiar if segregated, homogeneous neighborhoods they occupy. In any case, those loudest voices in a debate invariably oppose the initiative, as proponents usually are not current residents who are "invested" in the surrounding property.
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Even if opponents are a small minority of all neighborhood dwellers, since its real majority more often than not is disinterested, a few opponents may stymie an initiative, exercising "veto power." 18 This inclination has exceptions, such as when neighbors are poor and lack influence but face politically influential developers who want a zoning change, or where project leaders induce local residents to dial down their opposition in exchange for the developer's creating or improving public parks, plazas or other amenities. substantial costs of the municipal or county site-planning exercise. 21 In ensuing discussions, stakeholders withhold key information from one another, to preserve the "element of surprise" at the hearing or due to anxieties at being taken advantage of. 22 The public forum thus dissolves into a "stage" upon which actors monologue, instead of engaging in useful dialogue for decisionmakers to absorb and process.
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Public testimony degenerates into political positioning, preparation for legal challenges or merely grist for ongoing grievances between the developer and neighbors. 24 Once a conflict proceeds to court, litigants advance in many instances without attempts at negotiation of mutually satisfactory solutions beforehand.
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In the worst excesses of incivility, the stakeholders sort into vociferous, emotionallycharged factions, clamoring for a voice in the hearing process and raising issues unrelated to the immediate land use issue (voicing other objections to the applicant developer, developers in general, or the town notice and hearing process), while communicating stridently to their leaderships whose ox will be fattened -or gored -by granting or denying a rezoning or zoning adjustment request. 26 When the matter becomes especially emotionally charged, these factions become increasingly antagonistic, inclined to see the process as binary, leading to "zero sum outcomes." 27 In the illustrations of positional attitudes below (extracted from the author's personal experiences in presenting and adjudicating zoning matters), the two active disputant camps are designated "opponents" and "proponents" for convenience's sake. attitudes often arise at the inception of an application for zoning change or another entitlement process and carry forward throughout that process.
II. ZONING STAKEHOLDER DISPARATE ATTITUDES IN CONFLICT
Following is a synopsis of "position statements," undergirded by negative attitudes and suspicion, as articulated by opposing camps in rezoning or zoning adjustment application cycles.
A. Stage One: Pre-hearing:
Proponents' World-View of opponents' camp:
Why can't you [opponents] grasp the simple realities that (a) vacant property is supposed to be developed, and (b) the town's tax base grows from developing property?
Why do you believe that an entire project is pre-planned (in final form) from the inception of a development concept?
Why do you assume your property holdings will lose value as a direct result of the development?
Is it not conceivable that your property values will increase as a result of the development?
Opponents' World-View of proponents' camp: Proponents' World-View of opponents' camp:
We gave the precise notice to the neighbors that the ordinance says we must give of the project's applications for approval. This is the optimal project in its surroundings' context; why can't you understand it, and be reasonable?
Since nothing we would offer you will make you happy, we may as well take our chances under the [city's entitlement processes] without compromising with the objectors.
Opponents' World-View of proponents' camp:
Why don't you give us advance notice of the time and place of public hearings? Do you hope to exclude us from the conversations?
Why won't you (a) meet with us in person, (b) listen thoughtfully to our critique and inputs and incorporate them into your project, and (c) modify your project to suit the neighborhood's needs/tastes/preferences?
Why can't you explain to us your project so that it makes sense to us and assuages our concerns?
Why must your project diminish our property values? (Zero-sum conviction)
C. Stage Three: Post Hearing and Appeals:
Proponents' World-View:
You have cost us substantial amounts and lost time for development because of your protests, so our only recourse is to build our project and put all this behind us (assuming proponents won).
You have cost us substantial amounts because of your protests, and our only recourse is to file suit to contest the city's decision -an even further expense and time-waster (assuming proponents lost).
Our project is diminished in quality and value because of the compromises in scope and other accommodations you have forced us to make; now our [lost opportunities mount] [profit margin
is reduced] [investor base has shrunk].
Opponents' World-View:
We have to put up with noise and dust during construction and then look at your lousy project while you take your profit and leave our area for good/until your next lousy project is developed nearby.
Our voices weren't heard/we have no voice in these proceedings; my elected officials didn't represent me as they should (alienation).
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The zoning process is rigged in favor of developer interests (loss of trust) OR the zoning process is an arbitrary system neither guided or much influenced by the affected public's interest
Who's going to reimburse us for losses in our property value?
Our only recourse now is to file suit to contest the city's decision -an even further expense and time-waster with no certain likelihood of a good outcome.
The angry stakeholder's (jaundiced by non-therapeutic reactions) perspective must be heard by those seeking peacemaking through legal processes. Calming passions, and facilitating the give and take of negotiating in legal processes, spares no corner of the legal community.
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The challenge for a lawyer injecting therapeutic jurisprudence into land use mediation is to engage citizens and developer representatives, however haltingly, in a "democratic outlet for . . . 
III. PROPOSAL FOR A LAND USE MEDIATION CLINIC
Land use is a noteworthy "street law" subject based upon the numbers of potential stakeholders engaged in a general plan or zoning entitlement process and the magnitude of passions generated, especially when values collide. 31 Depending upon the scope of the project, a handful or a hundred citizens can become engaged, at varying levels of interest and, at times, acting at cross-purposes. The most vocal and passionate citizens, if also thoughtful and organized, are worthy opponents of the most well-conceived development plan. Too often, however, zoning cases become soap-operatic, featuring dramatic presentations at public hearings that ignore or altogether replace merits within the opposing perspective(s). 32 Sometimes opponents are merely grandstanding or have agendas besides expressing opposition (such as future office-seeking). Law students with some basic knowledge of land use law and of mediation approaches to land use controversies can serve a valuable role in educating lay public stakeholders before a zoning public hearing process. But they also can facilitate a pre-hearing session to attempt to soothe ill feelings and reach understandings on the optimal outcome of an entitlement process. Since this approach is far more affordable to citizens than hiring counsel or another land-planning expert to oppose the developer's legal staff at serial formal hearings, there is incentive for citizen opponents of an entitlement proposal to engage in mediation. A second advantage of citizen engagement is their opportunity to share and organize their collective thoughts and through making acquaintances, perhaps to organize opposition tactics and logistics.
Likewise, a developer gains advantage in submitting to a mediation session with other stakeholders. Viewed most cynically, one developer opportunity is to learn meritorious arguments against the development proposal, or citizen counter-proposals for mitigating negative impacts of the development proposal, prior to the public hearing date. A second opportunity is that the developer can avow to the land use staff and elected officials that its representatives "sought to accommodate" the surrounding neighbors. On occasion, however, the developer may discover wisdom among its opposition and learn that its own representatives' silence (or lack of 31 See SUSSKIND & FIELD, supra note 7, at 153. 32 E.g., ID. at 175 (featuring vilification of "greedy promotors, incompetent public servants and trouble-making neighbors").
communications skills) stymied messaging that, properly managed, might have made a project proposal acceptable to opponents.
For law students to be prepared to assist the parties to land use controversy mediation, basic preparation has two ingredients. Initially, a student should have completed the basic property course of study in the first year and an additional term in a land-use law course. Land use courses are taught periodically in a large number of law schools nationally. 33 Second, the students must have studied both two party mediation and elements of mediation in the groupdynamics process. One such technique involves the "mutual gains approach." 34 The mutual gains approach to tamping down stakeholders' rhetorical level 35 and ameliorating land use disputes is not a single process or strategy. It draws from negotiation, consensus building, collaborative problem-solving, alternative dispute resolution, public participation and public administration. The result is inclusive, collaborative processes designed to explore stakeholders' full range of interests and criteria, compare various alternatives to land use outcomes, and determine which alternatives meet the most interests of participants.
Among other dimensions of a mutual gains approach:
• It is based on considering all stakeholders' respective interests (as opposed to positions) as well as the necessary technical development information, such as a proposed project's impact upon open space, economic development and transportation;
• It involves stakeholders, along with appointed and elected decision makers, such as planning staff members and officials, and members of zoning boards or city councils;
• It generates information for understanding better the stakeholders' interests and determining if some of those interests are shared;
• It requires application of the mediators' public engagement skills along with mediation skills; 34 See generally NOLON, supra note 20. Of course, mutual gains is not the sole neutral's solution to successful land use controversy mediation; but a tested, rational, template approach enables the student to learn front-to-back mediation facilitation and to discover which elements of facilitation require her most continued study and application to enable her to become an effective out-of-court dispute resolver. 35 See SUSSKIND & FIELD, supra note 7, at 153, 178; Part II, supra (illustrations of distortions and "ideologies.")
• It engages the public and the developer in dialogues beyond merely expressing information and views while skirting solutions-building.
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The law student's role in the clinic evolves during three stages. The first stage is preparation, while the second is engagement and the third is reflection. In the first stage, the student mediators would meet with the town's planning staff better to understand the technical aspects of an application. The students must learn facts about these topics: What is the specific of life generally in the surrounding area? Such preparation enables students to feel confident in engaging with stakeholders who will not dismiss the students' efforts due to their utter lack of knowledge or experience. The students also prepare by familiarizing themselves with the sets of "world-views" described above in the realm of each camp. Realizing that she had "heard that before" buffers the student mediator against the shock of hearing something especially strident or un-civil from a consultation's participant.
In the second stage, the students engage with the stakeholders in consultations. Happiness is losing yourself in something that you love and that will also, in all probability, come to benefit others. Happiness is working in an honorable vocation. Next, as partnering with planning staff 45 in the various jurisdictions the clinic serves is beneficial, the clinician has additional educating to do by melding efforts of the planning staff member(s) and the students. One aspect of that is trust-building between them. 46 Either constituency may think the other has an agenda; and the clinician must assure them that they can rely on each other for correct information flow, honest assessments of facts and their best judgments. The clinician also will encourage the town's planning staff member to think creatively, a trait not native to all persons trained and paid to rely on codes and related official interpretations and the "conventional wisdom" surrounding planning principles. 47 The key is to convey that communities have more than "zero-sum" outcomes to consider -that they have multiple choices how to resolve controversial decisions.
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The clinician also must assure the students that the leadership required in facilitation hearing narrowing of issues 55 to those few critical "calls" that require policy -making experience and judgment by local legislators. When the clinic is ready to display its capability, the Dean's office must invite local authorities to visit the clinic to speak to the clinician about its processes, creating the opportunity for the school to make the pitch. The "pitch" promotes local authorities requiring disputants' participation in one or more consultative sessions before any contested matter comes to a contentious but unproductive public hearing. 56 In other words, a town would make consultations in one or more forms in a contested application mandatory by regulation.
One may expect skeptical reactions from some town politicians, along with the inquiry why a law school clinic engages in a collaborative peacemaking process. Two underlying concerns may surface: Ceding of control over the zoning process (something local officials at times are reluctant to do 57 ) and concern over the quality of the conflict resolution's guidance.
The first concern is deftly resolved by the clinic's according a town's leadership substantial 
V. LAND USE DISPUTE RESOLUTION CLINIC HURDLES
Students maintaining everyday citizens' dignity and animating social justice and civil discourse through a clinic vehicle, by itself, won't justify its establishment and maintenance.
Sturdy challenges to launch that must be addressed are described below. An initial hurdle is 55 See id. Prof. Carol Rose believes that development proposals generating concrete disputes are those that local officials approach with greatest energy, see Carol M. Rose, Planning and Dealing: Piecemeal Land Controls as a Problem of Local Legitimacy, supra note 6, at 874-5. 56 NOLON, supra note 20, at 10-11, notes that local officials have encouraged mediation prior to adjudication. Indeed, in large scale or long-term development promising substantial changes to an enclave, it makes sense for stakeholders to sort out major roadblocks and concerns before the developer's application is filed initially, to explore whether a superior development plan and a coalition of affected parties achieving compromise is attainable through the development of community trust and developer transparency, see id. at 12-3. But mediation may occur at any stage in the development review process (before or after the hearing is commenced), without violating legal constraints, so long as the process is structured properly and is completed before the public hearing is closed. achieving supply-demand equilibrium, a dilemma addressed responding to three intertwined inquiries. First, can a clinic secure a "stream" of land use controversies with suitable complexity levels and proper sequencing for student/staff neutrals? Next, can the clinic prepare its students rapidly but ably enough (before they graduate) to perform "solo" mediation or joint problemsolving work? Finally, how does the clinic match an incoming controversy's complexity to the level of its available neutral's expertise?
In many jurisdictions, student-manageable land use disputes (featuring immediate but less-widespread project impacts) exceed in numbers major projects having complex controversies rooted in discordant values or ideologies. 58 (Contemplate the difference between "private nuisances" involving a development that abuts relatively few grieving neighbors with more "public" nuisances with geographically and demographically far-reaching implications arising from, for instance, a proposed master-planned, mixed use community.) 59 Examples of less complex cases include intended expansions of non-conforming uses, smaller infill developments of modest proportions, conditional use permits, minor-scale variance requests and single location liquor license applications. 60 Performing a neutral's role in these simpler cases affords a "capstone experience" to a second or third year law student who has completed classes in land use law, negotiations and mediation. 61 The more complex cases afford opportunities for 58 Abrams, supra note 45. 59 See, e.g., Keith H. Hirokawa, Property as Capture and Cure, 74 ALB. L. REV. 175, 198-201 (2010) . 60 Admittedly, any of these facially "less contentious" matters can blow up on a mediator if opponents consist in whole or part (for example) of strident historic preservationists, persons seeking to maintain a neighborhood's "community character" (thus, illustratively, disposed to dispute any change because it interferes with, for instance, their "equestrian way of life") or of members of super-neighborhood associations encompassing square miles of land for resisting any new proposal not blessed in advance. If local regulation a portion of the lower airspace to be occupied by drones, the potential number of controversies is, so to speak, astronomical. Miller observed that one clinic challenge is to identify land use controversies that, from inception to conclusion, are "manageable" within the period of a semester, see e-mail from Stephen R. Miller, Univ. Idaho to the author (Mar. 3, 2016, 8:15 PM) (on file with author); but no legal obstacles prevent a student concluding her clinic semester from ongoing service as a neutral with the stakeholders' mutual consent. Such a student's final reflection awaits the task's completion, which is not the ideal clinician-feedback environment but ultimately may prove more satisfying to the student. 61 See Salkin & Nolon, supra note 33, at 548. These authors point also to the significance of learning use of new technologies in the planning field such as GPS systems, see id. at 526. In Seattle, a hearing examiner process involving independent appointed officials affords an appellant the opportunity to mediate her dispute by so stipulating with the Hearing Examiner and the other party at a discretionary prehearing conference, see SUE A. TANNER, PUBLIC GUIDE TO APPEALS AND HEARINGS BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 5-6 (rev. Apr. 23, 2014), clinician or student mentor demonstrations to the clinic's students or for recent law graduates (or law school fellows) sharpening collaborative problem-solving skills.
Growing the base of prospective neutrals among the student population is a space for creative recruitment. In the short term, neutral sources include advanced students in jointdegreed law and urban planning or environmental studies programs and new lawyers employed in school-sponsored legal incubators and fellowship programs. 62 A pro bono commitment to serve as a neutral in a certain volume of cases can be part of these new lawyers' firm or fellowship contracts. 63 Bringing these participants up to speed in short order implicates crash courses through a series of audio and video materials provided online or mentoring via one of the American Inns of Court chapters, both achievable low-cost approaches. or foundation grants will underwrite a clinic is often unrealized. 65 In a major university setting, however, a law clinic may partner with an urban planning or public administration school unit elsewhere on campus, an alliance sharing resources including clinic operations budgets, especially under a dual-degree program. Third, hidden value lies in less mediator experience. Private mediation of land use disputes by well-seasoned mediators may be less therapeutic than a professionally-led consultation produces. Besides higher costs of private mediation (borne by someone), when the mediator is more experienced, consultative proceedings likely will be less spontaneous because they are less messy. An articulate neutral-in-training remains less rehearsed (unsaturated with inconsistent in their points of view and lack understanding of the process). Forester, supra note 22, notes that residents also doubt the good intentions of planners at times, see id. at 447. 70 Further, zoning bureaucrats prefer avoiding becoming material witnesses in later litigation over an allegedly broken zoning bargain. See, e.g., Lake County Trust Co. v. Advisory Plan Commission, 904 N.E. 2d 1274, 1275-9 (Ind. 2009). 71 In complex cases, rezoning and zoning adjustment and modifications to the town's master (or general) plan are implicated, as are rights-of-way abandonments, historic preservation approvals, subdivision changes, sign code approvals, design review and so on -and each process in controversy may involve the town's legislative body (final appeals) and/or a board's or commission's members, as well as staff members, to be persuaded. This explains why zoning-practice partners earn enough to help in underwriting salaries of land use clinics' fellows, see note 63, supra.
the jargon and style of the professional's resolution-process preferences), exhibiting rougher edges. These very traits can be disarming, causing stakeholders to relax earlier in the flow of the neutral's contributions, causing disputants to divulge instead of withhold viewpoints, leading to earlier identifying shared interests of the opponents. Developer representatives, perhaps identifying less with a student neutral than with a specialist, may express less impatience with the mediation or other process and may minimize attempts to "score points" as is their custom with a professional neutral. improvements. Even if a consultation's outcomes are uneventful, some citizens will feel the neutral offered them the chance freely to communicate grievances in a group setting where some were attentive to their issues. An occasional joint problem-solving session may result in an apology, 77 itself a highly therapeutic message. 78 The argument that a public controversy resolution clinic does not aid or succor unserved citizens accordingly is short-sighted.
LEXICON
Consultation: A meeting moderated by a neutral in which stakeholders' positions are negotiated or formally discussed until reaching either an impasse or a resolution. These talks feature civil discourse; and they include, variously, joint fact-finding, problem solving, mediation and other forms of bargaining and discovery of shared interests, if any.
Land use:
The variety of elements of organization of, and processes for maintaining, a town's physical layout and uses; they include general (or master) plans, rights-of-way dedications and abandonments, historic preservation, building design and sustainability, site planning and zoning (including rezoning cases and zoning adjustment matters) and subdivision plats and amendments.
Neutral:
A person organizing and moderating a consultation, playing no advocacy role other than urging the participants to use civil discourse and, where possible, to reach an understanding and perhaps tangible outcomes. 83 The neutral may be a student, a fellow (postgraduate), a clinic volunteer in law practice or a clinician.
Town:
A political unit for land use purposes with a deliberative body. "Town," as used in the paper, includes cities, villages, boroughs, burgs, wards, counties, parishes, and all manner of special districts such as school districts, regional transportation authorities, utilities' districts, water and sewer districts, community facilities' districts and special assessment and taxing districts to the extent these are local (i.e., not state agency) bodies reaching a land use decision.
Zoning code: The specific codified recipe for a tract's use and operation, which typically include a narrative ordinance and a map, along with written zoning code interpretations.
